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Letter 637
Star Trek - Discovery
2017-11-03
Dear Jesus,
Thursday, 2 November 2017 2017, 7AM.
I have written elsewhere that (M) and I are both avid Trekkies. Recently a new Star Trek TV
series began which is only being broadcast on the CBS All Access online network, and
requiring a paid subscription to view. We had been debating between ourselves on
whether to purchase a subscription in order to watch the new series.
After some consideration, we decided to buy a one year subscription. And for me there was
an added bonus. I noticed that CBS included many other TV shows in this subscription
package, one of which was the old black and white Perry Mason show. This was one of my
favorite shows when I was a kid, so I am looking forward to seeing them all over again, but
this time in order, and with no commercials.
Last Sunday (M) and I watched the Qirst two episodes of Star Trek Discovery. I watched
intently like I do, but I also, without fully really realizing it, went into my perceiving mode in
which I access all of the spiritual components and inQluences that went into the show’s
production.
Afterward, I started feeling really sore in my upper body. Then later a feeling developed
that seemed as though there was were sheets of sandpaper, with aggregate on both sides,
between my spirit man and my physical body. It felt like I was being sanded on the inside
whenever I moved around. It didn’t feel very good at all
That night, and for the two days and nights afterward, the abrasive irritation continued.
And I didn’t sleep well at all, even with the extra medicine angel Gabriel gave to help me get
to sleep. Finally during the day yesterday, I slept well, and woke up after having a prophetic
dream, which will be documented in the next Letter.
Upon inquiring of the Lord about this matter, he said that while watching the show, I had
interceded for the Star Trek Discovery franchise in its entirety, and for those parts of
Hollywood which were inQluential in its making. And while this meant that I got real sore, it
also meant that any evil spirits who had anything at all to do with the show and were
involved in making me sore are now in the Pit.
As I write this it seems that all the irritation is gone. For this I am grateful. Thank You
Jesus.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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